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“Healing With Balance”  is an online Window for Feng Shui Consultancy and a friendly helpline
for problem solutions.
  

    

 ‘Feng Shui’ is an ‘Ancient Chinese Art of Placement’.
  The principles of Feng Shui touch upon space and time, you can apply it to a person,
relationships, career, home and plot of land, food or so many other aspects or issues.
  
  Feng Shui has time tested base of theories which include:
  
  The Theory of Five Elements, the theory of Five Celestial Animals, Land Forms, Flying Stars,
Ba-Gua, Compass School, Black Hat Feng Shui and so on……
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  It essentially aims at harnessing the vital life force energy called ‘Chi’ to cleanse, heal and
enhance the environment. It brings about magical transformation in living spaces and lives with
the use of placement, symbolism, color art and designs. 
  The Four Pillars of Destiny, Nine-Ki-Astrology and various other branches cover a vast
spectrum of living.

    

 

    

 

  

 The Theory of Five Elements

  The Creative/Control Cycle of Elements:
  
  The Five basic Elements are represented by Water, Wood, Fire, Earth, and Metal. These
elements should not be confused to literally symbolize the elements but rather to simply
understand the feel of energy in the natural process of creation, destruction or control. They
make the understanding easier.  More
  

  

  Chinese Astrology
    

Chinese Astrology is one of the most popular tools to assess ones personality traits. Some
interesting revelations are listed as per your year of birth below. Any trait even if a good one can
become negative if taken to extremes. Remember it’s all about balance. 
More
  
  
  Short Story/ The Wise Teacher
  
  

  

Once in a village, there lived a very rich man. He had an only son whom he loved dearly. He
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was very protective of him and helped him in every way to establish his business; but whatever
he tried he got little or no success. As days passed....... More
  
  101 Feng Shui Cures
  1.    You can use water bowl with salt, flowers and a single floating to enhance career and
ward off negativities in the North.
  
  2.    A sizeable picture of a water body, a pathway, or water fountain in the North can make
way for good things to flow your way.
  
  3.    A Metal bell tied to the door knob or bells hung from the inside of your main door bring
good luck. ......... More
  
  

  Peace Wallpaper
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